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a b s t r a c t

Plastic deformation of metallic glasses under compression proceeds through sudden stress drops and
accumulations known as serration or avalanche events. Experimental studies have suggested that this
occurs by stick-slip behaviour of weak spots, while the atomistic structural origins underlying this
phenomenon have remained unclear. In this study, we investigate deformation mechanisms underpin-
ning serrated flow in Cu-Zr metallic glasses using molecular dynamics simulations. We show that this
behaviour is essentially dictated by the short-range structural order as defined by the relative population
of full icosahedra and geometrically unfavourable motifs (GUMs). The slip of atoms belonging to GUMs
causes stress drops whose magnitude is directly correlated to the number of atoms involved in the slip.
Continued loading leads to the breakdown of full icosahedra into GUMs, causing severe serration
behaviour during the later stages of deformation. More severe and frequent stress drops are observed at
higher temperatures and lower strain rates, indicating the thermally activated nature of this phenom-
enon. The compositions with lower Cu content show enhanced serrated flow, suggesting that ductility
can be compositionally tuned. The statistical analysis of stress drops exhibits good agreement with
previous experimental findings. Insights gained from this study will assist in designing new metallic
glasses with superior ductility.

© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

The disordered structure of bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) pro-
vides them with a unique set of mechanical, chemical and physical
properties due towhich they have received a great deal of scientific
and technological attention [1e12]. Metallic glasses are considered
as brittle or quasi-brittle materials as they often fracture cata-
strophically under tensile loads due to highly localized, heteroge-
neous deformation via the formation of shear bands [4e7].
Increasing their ductility at room temperature has been an active
area of research [13e17].

Shear transformation zones (STZs) are the carriers of plastic
deformation at the atomic level in metallic glasses [18] and shear
localization evolves from STZs into thin bands of strain-weakened
material. The propagation of one of these shear bands eventually
penetrates the entire sample leading to failure. Recently, Pan et al.
l and Industrial Engineering,
Ontario M5S 3G8, Canada.
.V. Singh).
have shown that the control of shear bands can lead to extreme
rejuvenation and softening in a zirconium based bulk metallic glass
[19]. In a specific range of temperature and applied strain rate
[20e23], shear bands show stickeslip behaviour with alternating
phases of stress drops and accumulations. One such drop and burst
cycle is known as a serration event.

The inhomogeneous serrated plastic flow uncovered in one of
the first experimental studies indicated the modification of atomic
structure during straining [24], which was subsequently corrobo-
rated in various studies [25e29]. Liao et al. have found the volume
of the STZs to increase during serrated flow in nanoindentation
[30]. Antonaglia et al. [31,32] have concluded that BMGs deform in
compression via slip avalanches of coupled weak spots present in
the glass matrix. They have reported that serrations exhibit a
scaling behaviour, i.e., a cumulative size distribution which follows
a power law. Thurnheer et al. [23,33] investigated the role of
composition in a ternary Cu-Zr-Al alloy on shear band dynamics,
finding that the activation barrier for shear-band propagation is
correlated with the ratio of strong Cu-Zr to weaker CueCu bonds,
and significantly dependent on strain rate. The compression tests
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were carried out on pre-notched samples to artificially control the
dominant deformation behaviour. Li et al. [34] have reported a
linear relation between the logarithm of strain rates and mean
stress drops in experimental work on Zr-based BMGs.

Serration behaviour enhances plasticity of a BMG sample and
fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanisms is
required to design new BMG materials with superior ductility.
Despite the overwhelming interest and extensive experimental
investigation, a comprehensive treatment of the atomistic mecha-
nism of serration events and effect of various parameters on
serration behaviour from a simulation perspective is yet to be un-
dertaken. Feng et al. suggest a correlation between deformation
and local structural order [35]. Tang et al. argue for the participation
of local fivefold symmetric sites in stress overshoots [36]. Da et al.
have shown the development of free volumes in Zr2Cu [37] which
may allow for local atomic rearrangement. The underlying mech-
anisms behind serration events are not fully resolved. For instance,
it is not yet clear which atoms participate in plastic slips that lead to
stress drops. Also, the details of atomic rearrangements needed to
cause serration events have not been investigated so far. Further-
more, what parameters control the size of the slip avalanche and
magnitude of the stress drop and how? Such questions remain and
need to be addressed.

Here, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to uncover
the relationship between serration events on the stress-strain
curve and their corresponding atomic level structural changes.
The uniaxial tensile loading employed in the simulations is uniform
and does not generate any artificial defect site(s) for nucleation of
shear localization which could result in homogeneous flow. The
simulated metallic glass (MG) structure exhibits symmetrical
response to compressive and tensile loading, plastically yielding by
serrated flow in tension in contrast to experimentally observed
brittle failure, suggesting a separate mechanism is active on longer
time scales than are accessible to these MD simulations that results
in brittle fracture under tension. A relatively slow MD strain rate of
107 s�1 was used to deform the samples (Fig. 1) and investigate
inhomogeneous deformation. Simulations were carried out over a
Fig. 1. Typical atomistic configuration of a simulated sample. (a) Atomic structure of Cu64Zr3
of a typical sample configuration used for mechanical testing simulations depicting system
along periodic X and shrink-wrapped Y direction. Uniaxial tensile loading was carried out,
range of strain rates, temperatures, and compositions of Cu-Zr alloy
and a detailed analysis is presented on the effect of these param-
eters on serration behaviour. The applicability of relevant experi-
mentally established empirical models is also tested.
2. Experimental details

MD simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS package
[38]. Many-body embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic po-
tentials developed by Mendelev [39] for Cu-Zr were used to
describe atomic interactions. MG samples with CuxZr100-x (x¼ 35,
50, 56 and 64) were generated by first populating a box of ~10,000
atoms with Cu and Zr atoms in the required atomic fractions ac-
cording to a B2 structured supercell. The simulation box was first
relaxed at 300 K with 3-D periodic boundaries under a zero pres-
sure barostatic condition and then heated from 300 K to 2100 K
over a duration of 1 ns. It was followed by a relaxation stage for 2 ns
to ensure that the high-temperature liquid melt is properly equil-
ibrated. Next, the samples were rapidly quenched at a cooling rate
of 100 K ns�1 to a final temperature of 25 K through a series of
quench and hold stages. The temperature was brought down in
steps of 25 K; cooled for 0.1 ns and then relaxed for 0.15 ns at that
temperature. NPT Nose-Hoover temperature and pressure controls
with 1 fs time-step were used to enforce zero pressure isobaric
conditions throughout the quenching process. The quenched
samples were further relaxed in NVT ensemble for 0.2 ns and
atomic positions, velocities, and energies were sampled for
particular temperatures.

The data collected fromMD simulations were post-processed to
obtain various structural, thermodynamic and kinetic properties,
the details of which are provided in our previous report [40]. The
calculated properties such as radial distribution function, structure
factor, melting point, glass transition temperature, etc., were
compared to the existing experimental and simulation data from
literature for establishing the physical and chemical validity of the
sample under study, as further discussed in the results section.

For mechanical testing simulations, larger samples with
6MG sample showing dense atomic packing of ~500,000 atoms. (b) Left hand side view
size along periodic Z direction. (c) Front view of a typical sample depicting sample size
as depicted by arrows, along the X direction to deform the samples.



Fig. 2. The effects of composition and temperature on local order. (a) Calculated
structure factor for various samples of Cu-Zr compositions at 300 K. (b) Structure factor
evolution during quenching for a simulated Cu64Zr36MG specimen plotted at various
temperatures. The structure factors of the simulated Cu-Zr MGs exhibit excellent
agreement with structure factors obtained experimentally via XRD [45].
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dimensions of 78.8� 23.2� 4.3 nm3 and containing ~500,000
atoms were prepared with the same cooling rate and relaxation
times as for the smaller cell. MG samples were loaded in uniaxial
tensile deformation mode, with a constant strain rate of 1.0� 107/s
applied along the X-direction. Fig. 1 shows the 3-dimensional left-
hand side and front view of a typical sample configuration used for
mechanical testing simulations with arrows depicting the uniaxial
loading in X-direction. While the X and Z-directions were imposed
with periodic boundary conditions, the Y-direction was imposed
with a free boundary condition to allow for shear offset during
deformation.

In experimental BMGmechanics, deformation is accommodated
by shear bands [41] appearing on micron sized scales which are
difficult to replicate in MD. Some examples of these larger length
scale effects are interactions between multiple shear bands will
affect the distribution of stress drops in serrated flow [42] and
chemical heterogeneities can stimulate shear band formation and
intersection resulting in plasticity [28]. Plastic shearing of BMGs
may produce local internal stresses in the opposing directionwhich
may reach 90% of the magnitude of the globally applied stress [43].
Inmicroscopic terms thismay be thought of in terms of an analogue
to classical dislocations in metals [44]. In further work these long-
range stresses may be accounted for by applying appropriate
boundary conditions to the simulation cell, but in these MD sim-
ulations we have restricted our focus to a uniaxial strainwhich will
necessarily ignore the complex long-range stress field effects of the
dislocation-like deformation behaviour. Still, the illustration of
atomistic rearrangement in MGs simulated here provides insight
into the lowest level of the hierarchy of processes occurring in the
macroscopic deformation of BMGs.

3. Results and discussion

In order to verify the structure of MG samples prepared by MD,
the structure factor was calculated for various compositions and
compared with available experimentally obtained structure factors.
Fig. 2(a) depicts the structure factor calculated from the data
collected through simulations for four different Cu-Zr composi-
tions. Clearly, the computed structure factors exhibit remarkable
agreement with the experimental values obtained from previous
XRD observations [45], including the shape, magnitude and the
peak locations. Fig. 2(b) shows the evolution of structure factor at
different temperatures during quenching of a Cu64Zr36 sample. The
location of the first peak, q1, remains fairly constant up to the glass
transition temperature Tg ~760 K whereas the height of first peak,
S(q1), decreases with increasing temperature, as expected. After Tg,
at the next temperature investigated (1300 K), there is a significant
decrease in the location (q1) as well as height S(q1) of the first peak.
The liquid state of the sample above Tg is reflected by this diffuse
shape of the curve.

3.1. Overall stress-strain response and structural origin of serration
events

Fig. 3(a) represents the stress-strain curve of the Cu64Zr36MG
sample loaded in uniaxial tension along X-direction. As expected
the data is linear in the initial elastic deformation regime up to
~3.5% strain, beyond which the system enters a regime where
plastic deformation proceeded with repeating cycles of stress drop
and accumulation (serration events).

Serration events were observed to occur in both tension and
compression (Fig. 4), and only small shear bands are observed to
form (Fig. 5) suggesting that the dominant shear bands that lead to
failure [41] are formed in a process beyond the time and length
scale limitations of MD. Still, the inspection of atomic
configurations of the small shear band serration events present in
these simulations illustrate a plausible mechanism for the evolu-
tion of local structure in MGs under uniaxial loading.

In order to uncover the processes happening at the atomic level
corresponding to serration events on stress-strain curves, we used
atomistic visualization and analysis packages AtomEye [46] and
Ovito [47]. The local atomic shear strain, hMises [46] was calculated
to quantify and monitor the deformation process. The local shear
invariant of an atom, a measure of its atomistic local strain between
a reference state and present state, is given by

hMises ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

h2yz þ h2xz þ h2xy þ
�
hyy � hzz

�2 þ ðhzz � hxxÞ2 þ
�
hxx � hyy

�2

6

vuut

(1)

hMises is a widely used metric for inhomogeneous deformation
in atomistic simulations [48,49].



Fig. 3. Representative stress-strain response. (a) Stress-strain response of Cu64Zr36MG sample at 107/s strain rate and 300 K. The stress-strain curve of MG sample contains repeated
cycles of stress drop and accumulation. (b)e(c) Stress drop and accumulation events analysed in greater detail (see e.g. Figs. 5 and 6).

Fig. 4. Stress-strain response of a Cu64Zr36 cell in separate uniaxial tension and
compression loading simulations.
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During the initial stages of deformation, the distribution of
hMises was uniform throughout the sample with a value close to
zero, indicating that there is little inelastic movement of atoms and
the system is in the elastic regime. When the system entered the
inelastic regime (ε ~3.5%), some spots with hMises relatively greater
than the bulk sample started to appear at random locations in the
sample. These spots are the locations of STZs. As the deformation
proceeded, more and more STZs started appearing in groups or
clusters (coalesced STZs) in the sample. This coalescing of STZs with
higher hMises values indicates grouped slipping of these atoms/
clusters.

By comparing the simulation time-step of coalescing STZs with
the corresponding point on the stress-strain curve, we determined
that each grouped slipping of atoms/clusters corresponded directly
to a stress-drop event. The next task was to distinguish these
groups of atoms from those in the bulk sample and to characterize
said groups. For further investigation, we focussed our analysis on
randomly picked representative serration events e stress drop
event AB, stress accumulation event DE and a stress drop event of
relatively greater magnitude, FG, as shown in Fig. 3(b)e(c) with
their corresponding stress change magnitudes. Fig. 5 denotes the
atomistic configuration snapshots of the sample corresponding to
points A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H. Atoms are colored according to their
least square local atomic strain (hMises

i ).
As the stress dropped from point A to B, STZs coalesced into

bands of shear localization along with the generation of new STZs
as seen in the corresponding snapshot B. When stress accumulated
from B to C, these bands became diffuse and no new STZs appeared
in the sample. Again, when the stress dropped from C to D, coa-
lescing of STZs into shear bands can be seen. With the subsequent
increase in stress from D to E, these shear bands are arrested and
diffused. Similarly, during the stress drop event from F to G, which
has a greater magnitude of stress drop compared with AB, more
STZs appeared and coalesced into bands. In view of these atomistic
configuration snapshots, stress drop events AB, CD and FG were
found to be associated with formation of shear bands evolving from
coalesced STZs. In contrast, stress gain events were associated with
diffusing shear bands and arrest of any inelastic atomicmovements.
This corroborates the claim that stress gain events are elastic
reloading in nature. Also, the magnitude of hMises

i has increased
indicating that a larger inelastic atomic movement had taken place.
Again, as the stress increased up to point H, these bands diffuse and
no new STZ formation or increase in hMises

i was observed.
From the observations above, it can be noted that the stress drop

events occurred due to coupled slipping of several weak spots, or
coalescing of several STZs resulting in the nucleation of a shear
band. Such shear bands have been termed as embryonic shear
bands [48]. These embryonic shear bands propagate leading to a
stress drop event, but are eventually arrested. In bulk MG samples,
usually one of the embryonic shear band develops into a major
shear band, which eventually runs across the sample localizing all



Fig. 5. Atomic configuration snapshots corresponding to points A to H (Fig. 3(b)-(c)). At instant A & F, STZs can be seen popping throughout the system, however these atomic
groups still have lower hMises

i . After the stress drop, at instants B & G, STZs coalescing into shear bands can be seen. At instants C & H, when the stress is re-accumulated, the shear
bands become diffuse. This shows that higher inelastic movement of atoms (slip) occurs during a stress drop event, whereas there is little inelastic movement of atoms during stress
accumulation events. Atoms are colored according to their atomic local shear strain (hMises

i ).
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plastic deformation into itself, leading to fracture. In contrast, a
stress accumulation event shows negligible or very small plastic
deformation (lower values of hMises), indicative of an elastic
reloading of the sample. In some studies, it was found that the
slopes of stress accumulation events are parallel to each other and
are equal in magnitude to the Young's modulus [15], further sup-
porting the assertion of elastic reloading.

To further probe the mechanism of atomic transitions in indi-
vidual serration events, we calculated hMises

i between atomic states
at the start and end of stress-change events. The atomic local shear
invariant, hMises

i , is a measure of plastic deformation at the atomic
level for a specified atomic configurationwith respect to a reference
configuration. To quantify the local atomic movements in each
serration event, we calculated hMises

i between the atomic configu-
rations before and after a serration event. For example, for a stress-
drop event AB, hMises

i was calculated by taking the atomic state at B
as the current configuration and the atomic state at A as its refer-
ence configuration. We note the maximum hMises

i and the number

of atoms with hMises
i exceeding 0.15. Five stress accumulation

events and seven stress drop events were analysed in this way and
are summarized in Table 1.

The atomic configurations during stress accumulation events
are characterized by an hMises
i not exceeding 0.15. A correlation

between the stress drop magnitude and number of atoms with
hMises
i >0:15 can be seen for stress drop events, where the events

with greater stress drop magnitudes employ a larger number of
atoms to accommodate plastic slip. The summary of hMises

i calcu-
lation for the three serration events under closer analysis (i.e. AB,
DE and FG) is presented in Table 2.

The distribution of hMises
i for the three events is presented in

Fig. 6(a). The average hMises
i is lowest for the stress accumulation

event DE (coloured black) with maximum hMises
i ¼ 0:15; whereas

for stress drop events AB(blue) and FG(red) the average hMises
i is

higher and skews higher, with maximum hMises
i of 0.25 and 0.35,

respectively. This diffuse shape indicates that more local inhomo-
geneous atomic movements/slips have taken place. Event FG has a
larger stress drop (113MPa) compared to that of AB (42MPa) and
the maximum value of hMises for the atoms in event FG is greater
than the atoms in AB. More interestingly, the number of atoms
involved in plastic slipping is also greater for FG than AB. Here, the
number of atoms involved represents all atoms which have hMises >
0.15. This signifies that themagnitude of a stress drop event directly
corresponds to the number of atoms involved in the slip avalanche.
Furthermore, from the atomic configuration snapshots, Fig. 6(b),



Table 1
Summary of calculation of hMises

i for analysed serration events.

Stress Change
Magnitude (MPa)

Maximum
hMises
i

Number of atoms
with hMises

i >0:15

Stress Accumulation Events 36 0.09 0
43 0.11 0
60.4 0.14 0
81 0.12 0
94 0.15 0

Stress Drop Events 23 0.18 988
37 0.21 1102
42 0.25 1558
74 0.26 2204
98 0.33 3306
113 0.35 4180
131 0.38 5282

Table 2
Summary of analysis of events AB, DE and FG.

Serration Event AB DE FG

Stress Change Magnitude (MPa) 42 60.4 113
Max hMises

i
0.25 0.14 0.35

Number of atoms involved in the slip 1558 0 4180

Fig. 6. Von Mises stress distributions. (a) The atomic distribution of hMises
i calculated

between instants prior to and after a stress changes event. (b)e(c) Atomic configura-
tion snapshots of (b) event AB and (c) event FG showing atoms with hMises

i >0:15.
Atoms are present in groups/clusters (circled).

Fig. 7. Fraction of six major Cu-centred Voronoi polyhedra and geometrically unfav-
oured motifs (GUMs) describing the short-range order of the Cu64Zr36MG sample.
Atomic configuration of each Voronoi polyhedron type is as shown with bigger atoms
(green) representing Zr and smaller atoms (bronze) representing Cu respectively.
Bonds are drawn to help better visualization of nearest neighbour atoms and cluster
shapes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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showing the atoms above hMises> 0.15 for stress-drop event AB and
FG, it is evident that atoms involved in the slips are present in
groups/clusters (circled). Again, event FG has more such groups
than AB, since it is an event of larger stress drop and involves more
atoms in the slip avalanche.

These atoms/groups of atoms were then mapped to their cor-
responding Voronoi polyhedron type. The Voronoi tessellation
method is widely used to describe short-range order and packing of
atoms in amorphous structures in terms of atomic coordination
number and types of coordination polyhedra [49]. The nearest
neighbour geometry is decomposed into a polyhedron centred
around each atomic site. The Voroþþ package [50] was used to
perform Voronoi tessellations. System snapshots are taken every
256 time-steps over a sampling duration of 32 ps allowing for
improved cluster statistics.

Fig. 7 represents the fraction (%) of sixmajor Cu-centred Voronoi
polyhedra and geometrically unfavoured motifs (GUMs) describing
the short-range order of a Cu64Zr36MG sample. GUMs are essen-
tially low population polyhedra which have unfavourable coordi-
nation numbers, lower symmetry, and higher configurational
entropy [51]. These are clusters of atoms that are more flexible and
amenable to rearrangement upon the application of stress. Such
polyhedra readily undergo shear transitions.

The one to one mapping of some of the groups of atoms to their
corresponding Voronoi polyhedra revealed that at instant A, i.e. just
before the stress drop, these atoms were present in polyhedra with
Voronoi index Cu <0,3,6,2>, Zr <0,3,6,8> and Cu <0,4,6,3>. After
the slip avalanche, i.e. at instant B, these polyhedra have evolved
into Cu <1,2,5,3>, Zr <3,7,6,1> and Cu <0,2,6,5>, respectively.
Similarly, for event FG, at instant F, some of the groups of atoms
were present in polyhedra with Voronoi index Cu <0,4,4,3>, Cu
<0,0,12,2>, Cu <0,1,10,3>, Zr <0,2,8,8> and Zr <2,9,4,1> and after
the slip avalanche, i.e. at instant E, these polyhedra have evolved
into Cu <2,2,4,3>, Cu <0,1,10,4>, Cu <0,3,6,5>, Zr <0,1,10,7> and Zr
<0,4,4,8>, respectively.

It is worth noting that most of the Voronoi polyhedra that are
accommodating the inelastic movement in the slip avalanche and
are readily evolving belong to the category of geometrically
unfavourable motifs (GUMs), which represent the ‘liquid-like’
structural units in the amorphous structure. In short, such poly-
hedra easily undergo shear transformations (STs) and thus make up
the ‘weak spots’ in the material matrix. Hence, it can be deduced
that stress-drop events are due to coupled slipping of several
geometrically unfavourable polyhedra acting as weak spots in the
sample, and the greater the number of such weak spots involved in
the slip, the greater the magnitude of the stress drop. The plastic
deformation proceeded by nucleation, propagation and arrest of
these slip avalanches leading to serrated flow.
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3.2. Evolution of serration behaviour with applied strain

It has been reported in experimental studies [15,52] that the
magnitude of stress drops is increased with an increase in applied
strain. To understand the fundamental atomistic mechanism
responsible for this behaviour, we performed a statistical analysis of
stress drops with respect to overall sample strain. The results are
given in Fig. 8(a). For this analysis, only stress changes above
15MPa (at least 1.5 meV/atom) were considered to exclude average
ensemble effects.

From Fig. 8(a), it is clear that both the number of serration
events and the magnitude of the average stress change, (Ds), fol-
lowed an increasing trend with an increase in applied strain
magnitude. This implies that during the late stages of deformation
more serration events were taking place and with larger magni-
tudes, indicating that shear transformations were more localized.
This phenomenon can be explainedwith the help of Fig. 8(b), which
depicts the evolution of major polyhedra in the bulk sample with
overall sample strain. As the deformation proceeded, the frequency
of all the polyhedra types remained almost constant up to ~3.5%
Fig. 8. The evolution of local structure with applied strain. (a) The statistics of serra-
tion events with respect to overall sample strain. The number of serration events as
well as the mean stress drop per event increase with increase in the overall sample
strain. (b) Evolution of six major Cu-centred Voronoi polyhedra and geometrically
unfavoured motifs (GUMs) during deformation of the Cu64Zr36MG sample.
strain, after which the frequency of the full icosahedral (FI)
<0,0,12,0>motif declined and the frequency of GUMs started rising,
whereas there is no significant change in the frequencies of all
other major polyhedra.

It is well known that the FI motifs are the most stable geomet-
rical units in metallic glasses and are most resistant to shear
transformations. They form the structural backbone of the amor-
phous sample and all other motifs are interconnected in an FI
matrix. Thus, the FI network needs to break down in order to
accommodate any plastic deformation [53]. FI motifs started
breaking down into GUMs as the deformation proceeded in the
plastic regime. The increase in the GUMs population resulted in an
increase of nucleation sites for STZs. Since the coalescing and
coupled slipping of STZs resulted in serration events, the increase in
the GUMs population together with a decrease in FI population
resulted in an increase in the number of serration events. Also, it
was energetically favourable to re-activate an existing shear band
rather than to nucleate a new one. At increased strain magnitudes,
it was more probable that slipping took place in an existing shear
band leading tomore localization of strain, which is a reason for the
increase in mean stress drop per event (Ds).
3.3. Effect of operating temperature

For studying the effect of temperature on the serration behav-
iour, uniaxial deformation simulations were carried out on a
Cu64Zr36 sample over the temperature range from 25 K to 500 K.
The resultant stress-strain responses are presented in Fig. 9(a),
which shows that the number of serration events consistently
increased with increasing temperature. This can be further quan-
tified by calculating the number of serration events and the mean
and standard deviation of the amplitude of stress changes at each
temperature, as depicted in Fig. 9(b)e(c). Again, to exclude
ensemble average effects, only events with Ds > 15MPa were
considered in the analysis. From Fig. 9(b)e(c), a clear trend of an
increase in the number of serration events as well as an increase in
the mean and standard deviation of the Ds with increasing tem-
perature is evident.

We tracked the decay of FI motifs and the growth of GUMs in the
sample with increasing strain as a function of temperature.
Fig. 10(a) represents the decay in the population of FI motifs. The
population of FI decreased with an increase in temperature. In
contrast, the population of GUMs, nucleation sites of STZs,
increased with an increase in temperature as depicted in Fig. 10(b).
Thus, the decrease in FI population coupled with an increase in the
GUMs population resulted in enhanced serration behaviour at
higher temperatures.

This agrees with the experimental findings that serration events
and serration amplitude decreased with decreasing temperature,
and that there was a clear transition from serrated to non-serrated
flow at a particular transition temperature TT [23,33,52]. The
transition temperature is dependent on both the applied strain rate
and composition of the sample. It is well known that shear trans-
formations (STs) are thermally activated processes. At any strain
rate higher temperatures mean more thermal energy is present in
the system. This additional thermal energy adds to stress supplied
from loading produced more STZs in the sample. These STZs coa-
lesce and participate in slip avalanches leading to enhanced
serrated flow. Hence, we observed more serration events with an
increased amplitude ofDs. Also, at higher temperatures, the system
has higher entropy and more randomness, which explains the in-
crease in standard deviation of Ds, as the fluctuation in the
amplitude of Ds increased due to increased system randomness.



Fig. 9. Effects of temperature. (a) Stress-strain response of the Cu64Zr36MG sample at
107 s�1 strain rate and varied temperatures. The curves become more and more
serrated with increase in temperature, and the maximum strain decreases with
increasing temperature. Note the curves are offset from one another for clarity. (b)
Evolution of counts of serration events during the deformation of the Cu64Zr36MG
sample at varied temperatures. (c) Evolution of mean and standard deviation of
magnitude of stress change at different temperatures.

Fig. 10. Voronoi polyhedral type trends with strain. (a) Decay of the population of full
icosahedra (FI) clusters during the deformation of the Cu64Zr36MG sample at varied
temperatures. The population of FI motifs is lower at higher temperature. (b) Growth
of the population of geometrically unfavoured motifs (GUMs) during the deformation
of the Cu64Zr36MG sample at varied temperatures. The population of GUMs is higher at
higher temperature.
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3.4. Effect of strain rate

Uniaxial tensile deformation tests were performed on a Cu64Zr36
sample at room temperature (300 K) and varied strain rates ranging
from 109 s�1 e 5� 106 s�1, for investigating the effect of strain rate
on serration events. The resultant stress-strain responses are pre-
sented in Fig. 11(a). As seen in Fig. 11(a) the plastic deformation
becamemore serrated as the applied strain ratewas decreased. This
can be quantified by a plot of the mean magnitude of stress drop
with respect to the log of strain rate as shown in Fig. 11(b). The
mean Ds increased linearly with a logarithmic strain rate following
the model reported recently by Li et al. based on experimental
observations [34].

Ds ¼ A� B logð_εÞ (2)

The calculated value of B¼ 11.09 agreed well with the experi-
mentally reported value of B¼ 10.5. The accuracy of our fit is
R2¼ 0.97.

This trend also agreed very well with experimental observations
by Antonaglia et al. and Dalla Torre et al. where similar trends were
observed [32,52]. Decreasing the strain rate slows the system dy-
namics, which in turn provided more time for the atoms in the
sample to move inelastically allowing more structural dilation.
Structural breakdown resulted in an increase in the population of
GUMs and a concomitant decrease in shear resistant FIs, thus



Fig. 11. Strain rate effects. (a) Stress-strain response of the Cu64Zr36MG sample at
300 K and variable strain rate rates. The maximum strength of the sample decreases
with a decrease in strain rate. Also, the curves become more and more serrated with a
decrease in strain rate. (b) Variation of mean Ds with respect to strain rate. Five
separate simulations were performed at each strain rate to capture the stochasticity by
varying the random velocity seed.
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leading to an increase in serration events. The slow system dy-
namics also allow shear bands to propagate for a longer duration
before they are arrested, which increases localization into one shear
band and is reflected in the increase in amplitude of Ds.

When the change in temperature is coupled with a change in
strain rate, the flow behaviour can be explained based on the
atomistic phenomena of thermal activation of STZs and structural
dilation in the sample [23,33]. At low strain rates, the athermal
driving stress is low. However, slower dynamics allowmore time for
structural dilation to take place. Moreover, an increase in temper-
ature increases the thermal activation of STZs. Hence, low applied
strain rates and high temperatures favour thermal activation of
shear bands and breakdown of the structure into GUMs leading to
highly serrated flow. In contrast, a high applied strain rate quickens
the system dynamics, thereby not allowing time for structural
dilation to take place. Also, at low temperatures there is little
thermal activation. Thus, low temperatures and high strain rates
favour non-serrated flow.
3.5. Compositional dependence of serration behaviour

Cu64Zr36 is known to have one of the best glass-forming abilities
amongst Cu-Zr bulk metallic glass compositions and is structurally
amongst the most stable. Cu50Zr50 and Cu56Zr44 are also good glass
formers with moderate structural stability while Cu33Zr67 is a poor
glass former and has the least structural stability. This is reflected in
their critical casting diameters: Cu64Zr36 (2mm) [54]; Cu50Zr50
(1.1mm) [55]; Cu56Zr44 (1.0mm) [55] and Cu33Zr67 (0.6 mm) [56].
In order to cover the spectrum of Cu-Zr compositions, these four
representatives were chosen for analysis.

Fig. 12(a) represents the uniaxial tensile deformation response
of the four Cu-Zr compositions at room temperature (300 K). As
expected, Cu64Zr36 has the highest strength and Young's modulus
amongst all compositions. The strength and Young's modulus
showed a declining trendwith decreasing Cu content. The serration
behaviour follows the same trend as the stress-strain curves
appeared more and more serrated with decreasing Cu content. A
statistical analysis was performed to calculate counts of serration
events and the mean and standard deviation of the amplitude of
stress change is shown in Fig. 12(b)e(c). It is evident that both the
number of serration events and the magnitude and standard de-
viation of the amplitude of stress change showed an increasing
trend with decreasing Cu content.

Fig. 12(d) represents the frequency of full icosahedral (FI) and
geometrically unfavoured motifs (GUMs) in the undeformed sam-
ples for the four Cu-Zr compositions under study. It is clear from the
figure that the population of FI motifs increased with increasing Cu
content whereas the population of GUMs decreased with
increasing Cu content. Thus, Cu64Zr36 had the highest population of
shear-resistant FI motifs, whereas Cu50Zr50 and Cu56Zr44 have a
lesser population of FI motifs, and Cu35Zr65 has the least of all. The
population of GUMs followed the inverse trend. As discussed
earlier, FI motifs are most resistant to shear transformations and
they form the structural backbone of the glass. Plastic deformation
took place only when the strong fabric of FI's were broken, even-
tually evolving into GUMs. These GUMs acted as sites of STZ
nucleation giving rise to serrated flow. This explains very well the
current trends in serration behaviour of different Cu-Zr composi-
tions analysed here. Hence, the Cu35Zr65 sample exhibited greater
serrated flow compared to Cu50Zr50 or Cu56Zr44, and Cu64Zr36
exhibited the least serrated flow. This also agrees with experi-
mental observations by Lee et al. [53] as they found that the plas-
ticity decreased with increasing Cu content from Cu50Zr50 to
Cu65Zr35.

4. Conclusions

In summary, MD was used to prepare MG samples with
CuxZr100-x (x¼ 35, 50, 56 and 64) compositions by a relax-melt-
quench procedure and used to simulate uniaxial tensile deforma-
tion. Stress-strain curves with profuse, discernible serration events
were obtained.

The underlying short-range structural origins of serration
events were revealed. The analysis showed that stress drop events
occurred due to coupled slipping of several atoms present in spe-
cific groups/clusters. By one to one mapping of these atoms to their
corresponding Voronoi polyhedra we found that most of these
groups belonged to the class of geometrically unfavoured motifs
acting as ‘weak spots’ in the amorphous matrix. In contrast, the
stress accumulation events showed little plastic deformation as no
new shear transformation zones were visible in the sample as the
system moved from a low stress state to a high stress state. There
was an increase in the number andmagnitude of stress drop events
during the late stages of deformation due to the breakdown and



Fig. 12. Effects of Cu:Zr composition. (a) Stress-strain response of four different compositions of Cu-Zr MG at 300 K and 107 s�1 strain rate. The Cu64Zr36 sample has the greatest
maximum strength and highest Young's modulus among all compositions. (b) Trend of counts of serration events in different Cu-Zr compositions. (c) Trend of mean and standard
deviation of magnitude of stress change in different Cu-Zr compositions. (d) The population of geometrically unfavoured motifs (GUMs) and full icosahedra (FI) clusters in the
undeformed samples of various Cu-Zr compositions. The fraction of FI motifs increases whereas the fraction of GUMs decreases with increasing Cu content. A high fraction of GUMs
together with a low fraction of FI motifs leads to enhanced serration behaviour.
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evolution of full icosahedral motifs into GUMs.
The effects of different testable parameters were studied. The

serration behaviour was found to become more prominent with
increasing operating temperature due to the increase in GUM
population, nucleation sites for STZs, together with a decrease in
shear resistant FI motifs. Slower system dynamics at low strain
rates tended to allow more time for atoms to participate in coupled
slipping, thereby giving rise to enhanced serration behaviour at
lower strain rates. A linear relationship between the mean stress
drop of serration events and the logarithm of strain rate was
observed. Finally, the trend of a decrease in the FI population and
increase in the GUMs population with decreasing Cu content in the
Cu-Zr MG compositions was shown to correspond with serration
behaviour becoming more prominent in low Cu content
compositions.

The observations obtained from this analysis have a broader
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applicability for understanding the atomistic origins of serration
behaviour and the effect of operating parameters on the serrated
flow of metallic glasses.
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